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ABSTRACT
Persistent programming is concerned with creating and manipulating data in a
manner that is independent of its lifetime. The persistence abstraction yields a
number of advantages in terms of orthogonal design and programmer
productivity. One major advantage is that the abstraction integrates the
database view of information with the programming language view. For this
reason persistent programming languages are sometimes called
database programming languages.
A number of design principles have been devised for persistent systems.
Following these rules, languages may provide persistence as a basic
abstraction. In this paper the motivation for persistence is reviewed along
with the above mentioned design rules for orthogonal persistence. Three
examples of the integration of programming languages and databases through
the persistence abstraction are given along with a discussion of their benefits.
The examples are linguistic reflection, concurrency control and a new
technology only available in persistent systems, called hyper-programming.
Introduction
1
The aim of persistent programming is to support the activity of applications construction.
Currently the technology underlying applications building relies on a number of disparate
mechanisms and philosophical assumptions for support and efficient implementation.
Among these are:
•

•
•

a plethora of disparate mechanisms is used in constructing applications [AMP86]
- command languages, editors, file systems, compilers, interpreters, linkage
editors, binders, debuggers, DBMS - DDLs and DMLs, query languages,
graphics languages, transaction managers, concurrency models, machine types
etc.
a reliance on the computing system as both a data store and a data processor and
the separation of the models.
a late 60s and early 70s models of computation based on small, volatile, fast
main stores and large, non-volatile, slow rotating technologies.

The incoherence and complexity arising from utilising many different and diverse application
and system building mechanisms increases the cost both intellectually and mechanically of
building even the simplest of systems. The complexity distracts the application builders from
the task in hand forcing them to concentrate on mastering the programming systems rather
than the application being developed. Perversely the plethora of disparate mechanisms is also
costly in machine terms in that the code for interfacing them causes overheads in both space
and time to execute. Figure 1 illustrates the interconnection of system components and users
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of the system. Because of the complexity of the interconnection of components, such
systems perform at their worst under stress which is exactly when they are required to
function at their best
Most application support systems, such as the Ada APSE, rely on a model of computation
that separates program and data. Programs are stored in program libraries and data is stored
in the filing system or a database management system. This mismatch between the language
and the modelling technique adds complexity to the programming system. More modern
modelling techniques such as object-orientation rely on the fact that program and data are
intimately bound.

Operating System
Communi .. '\I~.u",
User

t

~t-----=::I::

Real
System

Programs
Figure 1: Complexity in Current Systems
Finally, the model of computation based on small, volatile, fast main stores and large, nonvolatile, slow rotating stores, which was developed in the late 1960's has survived and still
influences the manner in which applications are constructed.
The advent of new hardware technologies with different time, space and cost trade-offs
together with the development of new application areas, such as office automation,
CAD/CAM, CASE etc. has led to proposals for different models of computation both
linguistically and architecturally. Persistent systems are one such proposal. The persistence
abstraction allows some of the complexity to be removed thereby reducing the cost of
designing, implementing and maintaining applications using long term data

2
Principles of Persistence
2.1 Design Principles
In order to understand when good design has been accomplished it is necessary to have
some design principles against which to judge the result. In constructing persistent systems
we have taken the view that the integrated approach pioneered by language designers should
be extended to encompass the programming environment. McCarthy [MAE+62), Van
Wijngaarden [WMP+69), Strachey [Str67) and Tennent [Ten77) all observed that expressive
power in programming languages could be gained by separating the concepts into atoms and
allowing these atoms to be combined by powerful composition rules. The overall goal is
languages that are both simple and powerful. They are simple in that there are few defining
rules, and are therefore easy to understand, and that the rules allow no exceptions. For every
exception to a rule the language becomes more complicated and also less powerful in that the .
exception introduces a restriction. The power comes from ensuring that the composition
rules are complete with no exceptions.
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In designing systems in the above style there are three golden rules; a parsimony of
concepts, orthogonality of concepts and completeness of the computational environment.
The parsimony of concepts ensures that the system matches well the application domain. The
absence of extra features ensures simplicity. Orthogonality ensures that the system is
composed of atoms that may be combined in powerful ways to yield the appropriate
abstractions. Completeness of the computational environment ensures that the combinations
of the atomic parts may be done in any combination and thus yields the power in the system.
It also yields the simplicity since completeness implies no exceptions.

2.2

Definition of Persistence

The persistence of an object is defined to be the time for which that object exists and is
usable. A spectrum of persistence exists in programming languages and databases/file
systems. These are categorised in Table I:
I

Transient results in expression evaluation

2

Local variables in procedure activations

3

Own variables, global variables, heap items

4

Data that lasts a whole execution of a program

5 . Data that outlives the activation of a program

6

Data that outlives a version of the program

7

Data that outlives versions of the persistent system

Table 1: A Spectrum of Persistence
The first four categories of data are normally found in programs and the last three in
databases or file systems. A barrier exists between the forms of the data used and in the
modelling mechanisms. Short term persistent data is often presented to the user as a
collection of base types which may be aggregated or composed into constructed forms such
as structures, variants, functions and abstract data types. On the other hand. long term
persistent data often takes the forms of byte streams if held in a file system or some other
structure such as relations in relational databases. Removing this artificial barrier between
programming language and database views of data leads to a number of savings discussed
later.
~I

2.3

Persistence Principles

There are three principles of persistence that may be used to achieve the above design goals.
They are:

The Principle of Persistence Independence
•

The persistence of data is independent of how the program manipulates the data.
That is, the user does not have to, indeed cannot, program to control the
movement of data between long term and short term store. This is performed
automatically by the system. The mechanical cost of performing the movement
of data does not disappear but the programmer need not specifically write code
for it. Thus that application code is smaller and more intellectually manageable.

The Principle of Data Type Orthogonality
•

All data objects should be allowed the full range of persistence irrespective of
their type. That is, there are no special cases where objects of a specific type are
not allowed to be persistent.

The Principle of Persistence Identification
•

The choice of how to identify and provide persistent objects is orthogonal to the
universe of discourse of the system. That is, the mechanism for identifying
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persistent objects is not related to the type system. One technique which is now
widely used and implements this principle is identification by reachability.
The application of the three principles yields Orthogonal Persistence.
2.3.1 Completeness of Persistent Computational Environments
Constructing persistent systems is made considerably easier where the whole computational
environment is persistent. In such an environment programs and processes may be regarded
as data and manipulated is the same manner allowing transformations more often regarded as
being performed by a separate mechanism to be executed within the persistent environment.
In the case of procedures, the persistent store may be used to provide a uniform library
structure in a manner similar to providing a library of data parts.
The lack of completeness in the persistent computational environment can be seen in some
C++ OODBMS. In these the methods are held in a traditional program library and linked into
C++ programs in the traditional manner. The data values of the objects are held in the
database. Garbage collection of unwanted data now becomes a problem in this model. Some
systems do not provide garbage collection of the data at all, a solution which will eventually
come to grief. Other systems allow explicit deletion of an object or recursively from a root.
In either case methods may still exist in the program library which now do not have any
data This usually causes run-time failures.
2.4 Savings with Persistence
The first saving of persistent systems is in the reduced complexity for application builders.
Traditionally the programmer has to maintain three mappings among the database model, the
programming language model and the real world model of the application as can be seen in
Figure 2.
mapping 2 - Interface

Database

~~~ue:;eP:!~m~ingmapping 1 - Enterprise
modelling
Program

l

• Real word
mapping 3 - Simulation, the
"normal" activity of programming

Figure 2: Mappings in Traditional Applications Systems
The intellectual effort in maintaining the mappings distracts the programmer from mastering
the inherent complexity of the application to concentrate on overcoming the complexity of the
support system. Figure 3 illustrates that in a persistent system the number of mappings is
reduced from three to one thereby simplifying the application builders' task.
1 mapping
Program ......- - - - - - - - - - - 1..
_

Real word

t-

The "normal" activity of programming

- Building ''working models"
Figure 3: Mapping in a Persistent Application System
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Corresponding to the intellectual savings of persistence there is also a saving in the amount
of code required to maintain the mappings. This has been estimated at 30% of the total code
for a typical database application [IBM78]. The code that is unnecessary is concerned with
the explicit movement of data between main and backing store and the code required to
change the representation of the data for long term preservation and restoration. An example
of the former is input and output code and of the latter is code to flatten and reconstruct a
graph before and after, output and input respectively. Not only is the size of the application
code reduced thereby producing savings throughout the software life cycle of the application
but also the time to execute and store this code is saved in physical terms.
The third benefit of persistent systems is that a single model of protection may operate over
the whole environment. In most programming languages the simplest way to break the type
system is to output a value as one type and input it again as another. Thus the type security is
lost over the persistent store. Using a single enforceable model of type reduces complexity
while increasing the protection over many current systems.
In recent years considerable research has been devoted to the investigation of the concept of
persistence and its application in the integration of database systems and programming
languages [Atk78, ABC+83]. As a result a number of persistent systems have been
developed including Abstract Data Store [Pow85], Amber [Car85], Fibonacci [ABG+93],
Flex [Cur85], Galileo [AC085], Napier88 [MBC+94], PS-algol [PS88], TI Persistent
Memory System [Tha86], Trellis/Owl [SCW85] and Tycoon [MM93]. In each of these
systems persistence is used to abstract over the physical properties of data such as where it is
kept, how long it is kept and in what form it is kept, thereby simplifying the task of
programming. The benefits of orthogonal persistence have been described extensively in the
literature[ACC82, ABC+84, AM85, AMP86, AB87, Dea87, MBC+87, Wai87, AM88,
Dea88, Bro89, Con90, Co090a, Co090b, MBC+90] . These can be summarised as:
•

Improving programming productivity from simpler semantics

•

Avoiding ad hoc arrangements for data translation and long term data storage;
and

•

Providing protection mechanisms over the whole environment

•

Supporting incremental evolution

•

Preserving referential integrity over the environment

The persistence abstraction is designed to be an appropriate underlying technology for longlived, concurrently-accessed and potentially large bodies of data and programs. Typical
examples of such systems are CAD/CAM systems, office automation, CASE tools and
software engineering environments [MBB+85, MBC+87]. Others include Object-Oriented
Database Systems such as GemStone [BOP+89] and O2 [BBB+88], which have at their core
a persistent object store, and process modelling systems, which use a persistent base to
preserve their modelling activities over execution sessions [BPR91, CK092, HW93].
This paper' now concentrates on three aspects of the integration of databases and
programming languages through the persistence abstraction. They are: linguistic reflection.
concurrency control and a new programming technique only available in persistent systems,
called hyper-programming.

3

Linguistic Reflection
Linguistic reflection [SSS+92] is defined as the ability of a running program to generate new
program fragments and to integrate these into its own execution. The focus here is the
integration of this style of reflection with compiled, strongly typed languages.

Three roles that type systems play in programming languages are data modelling, avoiding a
class of errors in running programs and facilitating efficiency in implementations. Strong
typing requires that all programming entities be typed before use and that all use be
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consistent with the type system. Static type checking is verifying type assertions prior to a
program's execution. Strong typing ensures that a certain class of errors are cleanly detected
and static typing improves efficiency by removing type checks from the run-time code. The
goal of most type systems in this respect is therefore to make checking as static and thus as
efficient as possible. However, some type checking cannot be performed statically. For
example, user input must be checked when it is available, usually during the execution of an
input statement
Type systems also impose structure on the computations and therefore provide a data
modelling facility. Systems require their data models to evolve through time and this is not
well supported in static type systems. There is therefore a compromise between the roles of
the type system in terms of safety and flexibility and the time of checking for type
compatibility.
Linguistic reflection has the goal of allowing a program's behaviour to adjust dynamically in
order to provide flexibility and high productivity. It thus extends the data modelling of the
type system and it should not be surprising therefore to fmd a tension between type systems
and reflection. The possibility that a program may significantly change its behaviour
decreases the opportunity for static type checking and thus compromises some of the
benefits of typing. Two means of integrating reflective computation with compilers for
strongly typed languages are presented here. The reflective facilities are controlled in a
manner designed to retain as much static type checking as possible. However the control is
not so severe as to remove all the benefits of reflection.
The two techniques for type-safe linguistic reflection that have evolved are: compile-time
linguistic reflection and run-time linguistic reflection. Compile-time linguistic reflection
allows the user to define generator functions which produce representations of program
fragments. The generator functions are executed as part of the compilation process. Their
results are then viewed as program fragments, type checked and made part of the program
being compiled.
Run-time linguistic reflection is concerned with the construction and binding of new
components with old in an environment. The technique involves the use of a compiler that
can be called dynamically to compile newly generated program fragments, and a linking
mechanism to bind these new program fragments into the running program. Type checking
occurs in both compilation and linking.
The benefits of linguistic reflection in database and persistent programming consist mainly of
two capabilities. The first is the ability to implement highly abstract specifications, such as
those used in query languages and data models, within a strongly typed programming
language. The second is the ability to accommodate some of the continual changes in dataintensive applications without resorting to highly interpretative approaches or ad hoc
restructuring methods. Both capabilities involve reflective access to the types of a system
that is changing itself.
Both compile-time and run-time reflection have been provided in previous languages.
Compile-time reflection appears in the macro facilities of Scheme [RC86] and POP-2
[BCP71]. Run-time reflection appears in the eval functions of Lisp [MAE+62] and
SNOBOlA [GPP7I] and the popval function of POP-2.
Type-safe linguistic reflection is different for the following reasons:
•

More information is available to the reflective computation, in the form of systematically
required types. This information can be used to automatically adjust to implementation
details and system evolution. Linguistic reflection without strong typing has little
systematic information available about the structures involved in computation.
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•

The type safety of all newly generated program fragments is checked before they are
allowed to be executed. Such type discipline is highly advantageous in a database
programming environment in which the integrity of long-lived data must be supported.

It is somewhat ironic that strong typing, which makes it difficult to integrate reflection with
typed programming languages, is what makes linguistic reflection effective as an amplifier of
producti vity.

Type-safe linguistic reflection has been used to attain high levels of genericity [SFS+90,
She91] and accommodate changes in systems [DB88, DCK90]; two examples of these are
given. It has also been used to implement data models [Co090a, Co090b, CQ92] , optimise
implementations [CAD+87, FS91] and validate specifications [FSS92, SSF92]. The
importance of the technique is that it provides a uniform mechanism for production and
evolution that exceeds the capabilities of present database programming languages.

3.1
An Anatomy of Reflection
Linguistic reflection occurs whenever an expression in a language is evaluated and the result
of that evaluation is itself evaluated as an expression in the language in the ongoing
computation. This will be described in terms of an evaluation function, eval, which is used
to translate sentences in the language into values of some form. This translation occurs in
both compilation and interpretation.
Given a language, L, and a domain of values, Val, the type of the evaluation function eval is:

I

eval:

L~ Val

The domain of values, Val, differs for different languages, for example, numbers, character
strings, final machine states, the state of a persistent object store, and the set of bindings of
variables produced by the end of a program's execution.
For linguistic reflection to occur, there must be a subset of Val, called ValL, that can be
mapped into L. Since ValL is a subset of Val that may be translated into the language L it
may be thought of as a representation of L.
A subset of L consisting of those language constructs that cause reflective computation is
denoted by LR. LR is called the reflective sub-language and ValLR stands for its representation. An evaluation of an expression in LR has two parts: the first is to invoke a generator to
produce a program fragment; the second is to cause the generated fragment to be evaluated.
The generators, the programs that produce other programs, are written in a subset of the
language L which will be denoted by LCen. LCen may include all of L but the programs
written in LCen must produce results in VaiL.
The relationships among the domains are:

LRCL
YalLR cYalL (;Yal
Laen!:;;;L
Two more functions are required for a full description of linguistic reflection. The first,
drop, takes a construct in LR and transforms it into a generator in L. The second, raise, takes
a value in ValL and produces an expression in L:
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drop: LR

~

4Jen

raise: ValL ~ L
Linguistic reflection is defined as the occurrence of the pattern of computation shown in
Figure 4 within the eval function, in the evaluation of a program in L. The function inLR
tests whether a given language construct lies within the reflective sub-language LR.

procedure eval (e : L)
case

~

Val

inLR (e) => eval (raise (eval (drop (e))))

Figure 4: The Linguistic Reflective Nature of eval
where the ellipses cover all the non-reflective evaluations. The construct
eval (raise (eval (drop (e))))
represents the intuition that during the evaluation of a reflective expression the result of the
evaluation is itself evaluated as an expression in the language in the ongoing computation.
The expression produced by drop is a generator that is evaluated by the inner eval. The type
of a generator g in LGen is:

The result of the generator is an expression in ValL which is then translated into L by raise.
The result is finally evaluated by the outer eval.
A reflective computation is well formed if it terminates and the output of each inner eval is
syntactically correct and typed correctly. Termination requires that the inner eval must
eventually result in a value in VaIL.LR' the set of values that represents non-reflective program
constructs. Syntactic correctness requires that the result of eval (drop (e)) is in ValL for all
reflective expressions. A generated expression must be internally type consistent as well as
typed correctly for its context
Figure 5 illustrates the evaluation of a program in a language with reflective capability.
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Figure 5: The Nature of eval in Linguistic Reflection
In general, type correctness must be checked for each individual generated expression. The
type checking of generators for the types of all their possible outputs is a topic for further
research but it is undecidable in general.
3.2
Uses of Linguistic Reflection
Here two examples of linguistic reflection are presented, in order to show how the reflection
mechanisms that have been described appear at the level of a programming language. The
examples are abstraction over types and accommodating evolution in strongly typed
persistent systems. Following these examples other applications of linguistic reflection are
given.
3.2.1 Abstraction Over Types
3.2.1.1
Natural Join
A generic natural join function provides an example of abstraction over types that is beyond
the capabilities of most polymorphic type systems. Here the details of the input types,
particularly the names of the tuple components, significantly affect the algorithm and the
output type of the function, determining:
•

the result type,

•

the code to test whether tuples from both input relations match on the
overlapping fields, and

•

the code to build a relation having tuples with the aggregation of fields from both
input relations but with only one copy of the overlapping fields.
let join = proc [a,b,cJ (set [aJ, set [bJ,
proc (a,b) ..... bool,
! match
proc (a,b) ..... c
! concat
) ..... set [cJ

The specification of a generic natural join function may be achieved by compile-time
linguistic reflection as long as the types of the input relations are known at compile-time. A
call to a polymorphic generic join, like the one shown above, can be generated. The generic
join takes two relations, a function for testing that two tuples match (called match above) and
a function that constructs the output tuples by concatenating matching input tuples (called
concat above). Here reflection is used to specialise the generic join, which requires the match
and concatenation functions as input, to a generic natural join that requires only the two input
relations.
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The writing on the generator function involves computing over the representations of the
input types. Thus the reflective subset of the language must provide facilities for this. Indeed
it is this ability that contrasts the language with other polymorphic systems. Thus when the
call of the join function is encountered by the compiler, the reflective generator is called to
yield the join function specific to the input types. This is then compiled in the usual manner.
3.2.2 Evolution in Strongly Typed Persistent Systems
Linguistic reflection may also be used to accommodate evolution within strongly typed
persistent object stores. A characteristic of such stores is that the set of types of existing
values in the store evolves independently from anyone program. This means that when a
program is written or generated some of the values that it may have to manipulate may not
yet exist, and their types may not yet be known for inclusion in the program text.
An example of such a program is a persistent object store browser [DB88, DCK90] which
displays a graphical representation of any value presented to it. The browser may encounter
values in the persistent store for which it does not have a static type description. This may
occur, for example, for values that are added to the store after the time of definition of the
browser program. For the program to be able to denote such values, they must belong to an
infinite union type, such as Amber's dynamic [Car85] or Napier88's any [MBC+89].

Before any operations may be performed on a value of an infinite union type it must be
projected onto another type with more type information. This projection typically takes the
form of a dynamic check of the value's type against a static type assertion made in the
program that uses it. The browser program takes as parameter an infinite union type, an
any, to allow it to deal with values whose types were not predicted at the time of
implementation. However the program cannot contain static type assertions for all the types
that may be encountered as their number is unbounded. There are two possibilities for the
construction of such a program: it may either be written in a lower-level technology [KD90]
or else be written using linguistic reflection.
To allow a reflective solution the program must be able to discover dynamically the specific
type of a value of the union type. Such functionality may be provided in a strongly typed
language, without compromising type security, by defining representations of types within
the value space of the language.
Knowledge
Base

enenc
Browser
Figure 6: A Persistent Store Browser
Figure 6 illustrates the use of linguistic reflection to defme programs that operate over values
whose type is not known in advance. These programs potentially perform different
operations according to the type of their operands but without endangering the type security
of the system or invoking an extra layer of interpretation. The requirement for such
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programs is typical of an evolving system where new values and types must be
incrementally created without the necessity to re-defme or re-compile existing programs.
In the above. the generic browser takes a specification of the object type and generates a
program to browse over it. It then stores the program in the knowledge base for future use
show it encounter an object of the same type.

4
Concurrency Control
Co-ordinating a set of computations that share data is a complex undertaking. Mechanisms
for such co-ordination have been designed for operating systems. programming languages
and database systems. These include semaphores [Dij68a]. monitors [Hoa74]. mutual
exclusion [Dij68b]. path expressions [CH74]. locks [EGL+76]. and optimistic concurrency
control systems [KR82]. It has proved difficult to characterise the power and behaviour of
these mechanisms and to compare them with each other. This difficulty stems from both the
low level nature of the mechanisms and the inherent complexity of the problem. Here we
address the task of building systems for controlling the co-ordination of computations on
shared data in a persistent programming environment and attempts to alleviate the difficulties
of designing. verifying. implementing and comparing different control schemes.

Atomic
transactions
Isolation

Databases

Co-operation
.
rS:,---"~Pr
l~
ogranurung
~aPh~

Languages

Figure 7: A Spectrum of Understandability
Figure 7 illustrates a spectrum of understandabilty from the points of view of programming
language and database users. The overall goal for the user is to understand the computations
in terms of some global cohesion. In programming languages the emphasis is on
synchronisation and the overall cohesion is understood in terms of the conflation of all the
semaphores. A number of techniques. including the It-calculus have been developed to help
with this. In database systems. global cohesion is understood in terms of the concept of
serialisability. This enforces isolation rather than co-ordinated sharing. With modern
application systems both isolation and co-ordination are required often within the same
system.
The goal of this approach is to control the coherence of sequences of operations on shared
data in an understandable and flexible manner. An extreme example of the coherence of a
sequence of operations is the atomic transaction in which the operations are isolated from the
effects of any other concurrent transaction and only allowed to have an effect on the database
as a single atomic unit. The abstraction used to control the coherence of sequences of
operations on shared data is called an action. Not all operations on data are of interest in
controlling the coherence of the data and thus actions consist of sequences of events that
specify how the data sharing is to be controlled. In systems supporting atomic transactions
the coherence can be programmed simply by inserting begin and end transaction events
around a set of operations to delineate an atomic transaction. The effect of begin and end has
to be specified separately at another level in the system. Examples of more complex
coherence occur in design systems whcrc parts of a design are updated locally by multiple
designers and the different changes are reconciled before their joint effect is made to the
global design.
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Many ways of achieving the isolation of atomic transactions have been devised and
implemented and many mechanisms for co-ordinating co-operative computations have been
proposed. The main purpose is to present an approach to designing concurrency control in
which multiple schemes beyond serializable models can be specified in a manner that is
understandable and supportive of implementation efforts. We call the model embodying our
approach the Communicating Actions Control System or CACS [SM92, MBC+93].
The CACS approach is based on the concepts of the ACT A framework [CR90a, CR90b,
Chr9l] but is less general and more implementation oriented. It is flexible in that it allows
more than one concurrency model to be designed, abstract in that it allows more than one
implementation to realise a design and operational in that designs are written in terms of
behaviour rather than invariants. The CACS language is a formal design language
supporting mechanical theorem proving. The small set of structures of the CACS abstract
machine are themselves algebraic abstract data types. The manipulation of these structures in
the language is controlled in a way that is designed to ease the problem of verifying design
properties.
4. 1 The Conceptual Framework
The CACS system has four basic features
•

Formal capture - by using a restricted language to specify the concurrency
control

•

Access sets - the use and sharing of data is visualised through the movement
of data among sets of objects
Control system- a specification of control that is independent of the
computations themselves

•
•

Implementation - through mapping the specifications onto programs through
transformations

The conceptual framework of CACS consists of elements used to design concurrency
control schemes
•

actions - a sequence of events with some cohesion

•
•

objects - uniquely identified data
events - a request to CACS for co-ordination

•

access sets - data repositories to aid sharing and isolation

•

object movement among access sets

4.1.1 Actions
The concept of an action is the starting point of CACS. An action consists of a sequence of
events on shared data that has some sense of cohesion; it is a unit of computation that needs
some co-ordination with concurrent users of shared data. The exact nature of an action's
unity and its co-ordination with other actions depends partly on the particular concurrency
control scheme being used by the action and partly on the programming of the action itself.
For example, in the atomic transaction model the unity consists of the all or nothing property
entailed in the concept of atomicity. The co-ordination of atomic transactions, captured in the
concept of serialisability, is complete isolation except for a transaction's ability to see the
results of logically prior transactions. Neither of these features is affected by the
programming of a transaction beyond the placement of the transaction begin and end
commands. In nested transactions [Mos8S], on the other hand, the parent and children
transactions are actions that can affect each other in reasonably complex ways, some of '
which can be programmed into the actions themselves, programmed aborts for example.
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Actions perform their computations by executing programs which are algorithms annotated
by events. The algorithms specify the manipulations of the data whereas the events specify
the points at which the actions must interact with the control system to be co-ordinated with
other actions.

4.1. 2 Objects
The data consists of uniquely identified objects. Objects are associated with types which
define sets of operations. Actions perform operations on data objects.
4.1.3 Events
An action consists of a sequence of events: requests by an action to the control system to
proceed with an activity that needs co-ordination. Events include notifications of beginning
and ending of actions and requests to change objects or their visibility. A particular
concurrency control scheme defines all the events necessary to co-ordinate and control the
use of shared data.
Events are classified as initiation, termination, visibility or co-ordination events. Initiation
events include the end event of the atomic transaction model and spawn of the nested
transaction model. Termination events include commit and abort of the atomic transaction
model. The read and write events in the atomic transaction model are visibility events. All
visibility and co-ordination events of an action must occur after the action 's single initiation
event and before its single termination event.
A concurrency control scheme is defined in CACS by giving a set of event types and
defming their semantics in terms of object visibility and action interactions. The semantics of
the events is defined by rules specifying the effects of actions on the visibility of objects and
on interactions among actions such as one action causing the delay of another or one causing
another to abort. For example, in the atomic transaction model the particular termination
event called commit is defined as making all objects the action has changed visible to all
actions. In the nested transaction model, the commit of a child transaction is defined as
making the objects updated by the child visible to its parent transaction.

4.1.4 Visibility
The model of computation that forms the CACS abstraction is designed to focus on the
visibility of data from different actions. The semantics of CACS control over visibility is
expressed in terms of the database, which comprises the globally visible data. and two
different kinds of access sets: - shared access sets, which can be accessed by groups of
actions, and local access sets, each of which is accessible by only one action. Each action is
associated with a local access set and may use shared access sets in order to effect
communication between actions without using the database. Actions have complete control
over the state of an object in their local access sets except that the control system can copy
objects or their states into a local access set. When using CACS to design a concurrency
control scheme and when explaining the semantics of a particular control scheme the access
sets may be thought of simply as stores holding data.
Objects' identities remain the same when copied from one access set to another. Thus an
object may have different states in different scopes of visibility. In order for the effect of an
operation on an object to be made globally available the object must be committed to the
database. Conceptually this is a separate operation which makes the database state of the
object the same as its state in the local access set of the action requesting the commit. Effects
of operations may be shared among actions without their objects being committed to the
database. This is accomplished by committing objects into shared access sets which are
separate from the local access sets.
Copying of an object from the database into a local access set is one way a typical atomic
transaction reW of an object from the database could be modelled in CACS. A natural way to
model an atomic transaction commit would be to define it as copying the states of all updated
objects from the transaction's local access set to the database. Copying objects from the local
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access set of a child transaction into a shared access set accessible by a parent transaction is
one way a child transaction commit mi ght be modelled in a nested transaction model. The
basic components of the architecture of CACS is given in Figure 8.

Database
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Action

Action

Action

Event 1,1

Event 21
,

Event n,l

Event 1,2

Event 2,2

Event n,2

Event 1,m

Event 2,p

Eventn,r

Event Stream
Figure 8: The CACS Basic Components
The multiple store model of CACS is different from the one store model of some persistent
systems but is necessary to allow flexibility in concurrency schemes.

4.1.5 Summary
The model of com putation used in CACS is that of autonomous agents, called actions,
making requests to access data in a globally shared database. The database consists of
uniquely identified entities called objects. Objects are associated with types which define sets
of operations. Access to objects in the database is made by actions requesting that operations
be performed on database objects. These requests are termed events. Visibility is modelled
by access sets which have different scopes of visibility, local to an action, shared by a group
of actions, or globally visible. Copying objects or their states from one access set to another
is the primitive operation by which the CACS abstract machine manifests changes to
visibility.
The interaction between actions and a control system designed using CACS is only partially
modelled. The control system's reception of requests from actions is modelled as the control
system taking events from an event stream. The way in which events are placed on the event
stream is not specified but left to the instanciation of the control system. It is also assumed
that the activities of the control system are made known to the actions. Finally, the creation
of identifiers for actions, objects and shared access sets is independent of the control system.
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4.2 Overview of CACS
A particular concurrency control scheme is defined by giving a set of rules for the behaviour
of the CACS abstract machine. This yields the operational, abstract semantics of a particular
scheme. The rules specify the behaviour of the control system when it takes an event from
the event stream.
The abstract state of CACS has the following components:

•
•

the event stream including its current position
the rule base

•

the visibility structure containing the database and the local and shared access
sets along with their relationship to actions

•

state variables particular to a concurrency control scheme

This is shown graphically in Figure 9. Note that the abstract machine state variables may
change from event to event and the rules are defined for a particular concurrency control
scheme.

I
Rule
Base

State
Variables

History List

Event Stream
Event & Rule
Processor

Database

Access
Sets

Figure 9: The CACS Abstract Machine
The description of the CACS mechanisms starts with the dynamic input to a CACS session,
the event stream. This is followed by the details of the rules and finally a description of the
state maintained by the system is presented.

4.2.1 The Event Stream
The main input to a CACS session is a stream of events. The events are all associated with
actions, the identifiers of which are attached to each event Normally events are generated by
actions. CACS can, however, also insert events into the stream.
The production of the event stream is not modelled except for deletion and insertion of
events caused by rule bodies. After events are taken from the event stream and accepted by
the control system they are placed on the event history. The event history is the list of events
that have been accepted from the event stream. CACS can reject events which keeps them
from being on the event history.
The effect of CACS processing on the producers of events is not directly modelled in CACS
itself, except as it is related to actions' visibility of and effect on objects in the database and
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access sets. However, it is assumed that CACS effects are seen by actions and produce
changes to the event stream as appropriate. Two cases are important.
Firstly, in the case of a CACS produced abort of an action it is left to the action to decide
whether or not to re-run itself. If the action is to be re-run it will be seen by CACS as a new
action unassociated with its previous incarnation.
Secondly, and more importantly, CACS can insert an action initiation event into the stream
in order to start the flow of events of a previously identified action, one that could have been
requested to be started on some contingent event, or one that CACS has delayed for some
reason. Events in such "CACS initiated actions" are defined externally to CACS even if
events from the actions have been seen previously by CACS. If the events have already been
seen they might have affected the database but any relationship between them and the new
strearn of events of the initialised action is outside the control of CACS and no assumptions
about the new events are made.

4.3 Formal Capture
Effective specification technology must facilitate the writing, reading and understanding of
specifications by humans as well as enable mechanical reasoning to prove desirable
properties of specifications. Encapsulation and abstraction mechanisms, similar to those of
programming languages, can help meet both of these goals. Types can be used to
encapsulate algebraic specification modules in ways that are easily understood by human
designers, and higher order functions can be used to produce abstractions that organise
designers' thinking and provide powerful hooks for mechanical reasoning.
The CACS language is a formal design language supporting mechanical theorem proving.
The small set of structures of the CACS abstract machine are themselves algebraic abstract
data types. The manipulation of these structures in the language is controlled in a way that is
designed to ease the problem of verifying design properties. The main technique for this is to
design control structures and complex instructions around a few higher order functions.
Thus the CACS abstract machine is an example of using a small set of abstractions and
encapsulations - the few types, control structures and complex instructions - to facilitate the
production of understandable, tractable specifications.
The style of specification in CACS is to first develop an abstract model design and then to
verify its properties, the system invariants. This twofold activity produces a set of invariants
like those that constitute the first phase of many specification approaches, but also a formal,
abstract. behavioural design that provides a model of the invariants. This not only provides a
double view of a concurrency control scheme, but shows productively that the invariants are
satisfiable. Using feedback during attempts to prove invariants of a CACS design increases
the probability that the design has its intended semantics. Assuring that a design has its
intended semantics is obviously a formally unattainable goal but one that should nonetheless
be strived for by a specification technique. A hypothesis of the CACS experiment is that a
combination of an abstract model approach, verified invariants and the feedback provided
during the phases of specification can lead to a usable technology for the meaningful and
useful specification of concurrency control schemes.
In CACS the initiation of control behaviour is specified using event patterns in rules. The
controlling behaviour itself is specified in rule bodies using a version of the abstract model
technique: behaviour is specified by its effect in terms of an abstract model, a mathematically
understood model such as that defined by set theory. The CACS abstract model comprises
structures (tuples), lists, finite sets and enumerated functions (data functions). The core of
CACS behaviour is specified in terms of changes to states constructed using these four
types. The semantics of the types are themselves based on four sets of algebraic
specifications. Sets of theorems proven from these algebraic specifications can be used to
support mechanical reasoning about CACS design properties. In this way CACS layers an
abstract model approach on top of an algebraic specification level and delivers the power of
reasoning about the predefined algebraic specifications to the problem of verifying properties
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of individual CACS designs. A secondary benefit of the approach is the elimination of the
need for writing algebraic specifications and its replacement by the opportunity to specify
abstractly and formally using manipulations of an abstract model.
A CACS design defines four major elements of a control system: the kinds and sequence of
events that can occur in the event stream, the patterns of events that will initiate controlling
behaviour, the structure of the state used in controlling the system, and the way in which the
state of the system changes in response to the events. The CACS specifications of these
elements are formal and together support mechanical proofs of properties of individual
designs. The interesting properties of designs include invariants on the state of the
controlling system, temporal relations between the state and events in the event stream, and
invariants on the event stream.
Two styles of reasoning are to be used in verifying CACS design properties and it is an
experimental hypothesis of the CACS experiment that using the two styles rather than one
will lead to tractable reasoning. The two styles derive from the fact that the rule bodies that
specify state changes have one formal capture and the rule patterns, rule order and event
stream that together determine the sequence of rule firings have a different formal capture.
Thus proving properties of CACS specifications will involve multiple stages of the different
kinds of reasoning. State invariants of rule bodies will be verified by heuristically rewriting
functional expressions and temporal relationships will be shown by constructing chains of
causality across rule patterns.

4.4 Design Methodology
The method of design employed by CACS is to first specify the events for a particular
concurrency control scheme. The rules for specifying the actions of the CACS abstract
machine for each event are then written. The rules can then be used to verify the formal
properties of the scheme and suitably adjusted to provide the correct semantics for the
system.
Once the rules have been formally verified an implementation can proceed. This may take the
form of a direct execution of the rules of a CACS interpreter or more likely a mapping of the
rule onto another delivery vehicle such as a program.

4.5 Flask - An Architecture to support Persistent Concurrency Control
The crux of the design of an architecture that can support different styles of concurrency is to
defme the global cohesion or understandability in terms of data visibility between concurrent
activities. This is reflected in the design of a conceptual concurrent layered architecture in
which visibility is defined and controlled by the movement of data between a hierarchy of
conceptual address spaces [Mun93]. The architecture provides isolation by constraining data
accessed by one activity to a separate address space from all others. Concurrency models
using this architecture are defined in terms of data visibility through the sharing of address
spaces and the control of movement between these spaces.
The conceptual concurrent architecture is layered in such a way that it separates the
concurrency control mechanism, the atomicity and the persistence. These layers are
described in terms of conceptual address spaces together with a protocol that controls the
movement of data between these address spaces. By unbundling and distributing the
concurrency intrinsics in this hierarchy, the architecture provides a generic layered store
capable of supporting a number of different models of concurrency.
Figure 10 gives a diagram of the Flask architectural hierarchy shown as a layer of conceptual
address spaces. Each layer implements a separate and independent property of concurrency.
This permits any particular concurrency model the flexibility to choose a desired combination ·
of intrinsics.
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actions

Persistent adilrless space
Figure 10: Flask Conceptual Concurrent Architecture
At the top level the concurrency control schemes contains a full definition of the concurrency
control mechanism. No assumptions are made by the lower layers about the concurrency
control and hence this leaves the implementor freedom to choose any desired scheme.
An action, in the Flask architecture, is an isolated thread of control that communicates with
the concurrency control schemes and whose state is defined by the action address space. The
action address space layer is a set of private and group address spaces. Each action has a
private address space (marked "L" for local in Figure 10). In addition the action address
space may house a number of group address spaces that are shared by a combination of
actions (marked "S" for shared in Figure 10). The globally visible database is modelled by
the persistent address space.

Schemes are defined in terms of action creation and abort along with the movement of data
between address spaces. The different schemes control the visibility and interference among
actions using them. The architecture ensures that all data movement is atomic. Movement of
data from an action's private address space or a group of actions' group address space to the
persistent address space is through a meld operation. The Flask architecture supports the
atomic update of the persistent address space so that its data is permanent, recoverable and
consistent. The meld operation is instantiated with different semantics dependent on the
particular concurrency control scheme to ensure that data movement to the persistent address
space becomes visible to all other actions. The effect of an action abort is to release the
action's private address space. The relationship between action abort and group address
space is determined by the concurrency control scheme.
The Flask architecture provides the versatility to support a range of concurrency models. For
example:•

Support for atomic transactions can be provided in this architecture through a
concurrency control specification that constrains each action's updates to their
private address space thereby isolating their effects. Transaction commit involves
the atomic update of the persistent address space making the transaction's
changes permanent and globally visible. Transaction abort is a trivial matter of
discarding the private address space.
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•

Co-operative concurrency is viewed in this architecture as a group of actions
which do not require isolation control and interact co-operatively over a group
address space.

•

Designer transactions model can be accommodated by a combination of private
and group address spaces and a concurrency control specification that defines
their creation, interaction and the movement of objects. Thus the effects of
operations may be shared among actions without their objects being committed
to the persistent address space.

The Flask architecture has been implemented using a mechanism for concurrent shadow
paging [MCM+94].

5
Hyper-programming
5.1
Persistent Linkage
Programming languages support a number of different mechanisms for establishing direct
links from programs to persistent values, locations and types. The degrees of freedom
include linking to L-values or R-values and the time at which the linking takes place. The
focus here is on the range of linking times, for which some possibilities are: during program
composition, during compilation, during a separate linking phase, and during execution.
Figure 1 illustrates the traditional method of using persistent data in a file system or
database. Programs are prepared independently of the data and linked to the data during
program execution. The programs contain the names or pathnames of the objects that they
require. These are translated into object references for the duration of the program execution.
There is also usually a separate linking phase in order to link program fragments.
persistent

program

statically
checked
components
(persistent
data)
program

access points

Figure 11: Code Outside the Persistent Store
The programs in Figure 11 may be bound to the persistent store with largely static type
checking. The graph of values inside the store may be described by purely static type
definitions; the access points to this graph in the shaded area are the points of dynamic
checking, about which assertions are made in programs which use the persistent data. These
assertions are used by the compiler to provide static type checking for the program under the
assumption that the assertions will be checked dynamically.

=
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The collective infonnation in the access points may be regarded as the persistent store
schema. The majority of programs which use persistent data are written with respect to an
unchanging partial schema description. Whenever this is the case, the set of all required
dynamic bindings may be organised as a prelude to the program's execution. If the execution
of the binding prelude succeeds, then the execution from that point on cannot fail with a
dynamic type error, and the application it represents can therefore be regarded as statically
typed. It may however be impossible to execute such programs if interim changes have been
made to the structure of the persistent store and thereby the schema.
An extreme alternative to the above is to consider all programming activity as a manipulation
of persistent objects. Thus the program source becomes a persistent object as are its
references to other persistent data. Figure 12 shows such an environment with direct links
from the source code to the persistent data including other program fragments. Notice that
some dynamic bindings remain for flexibility but that unnecessary ones are replaced by
links. For the moment this will be called hyper-programming binding, the reason for which
will be explained later in the paper.

Figure 12: Hyper-Program Bindings
The two varieties of programming system identified above are file-based and hyperprogramming systems. Other possibilities include a persistent system with code in the store
but no direct links from the code to other persistent objects, and a compile-time linking
system in which the tokens embedded in a program are associated with data items in the
persistent store when the program is compiled rather than when it is written. The linking
times possible in each of these systems are shown in Figure 13. From here on it will be
assumed that the hyper-programming systems under consideration incorporate facilities for
compile-time linking as well as composition-time linking.
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Figure 13: Comparison of possible linking times in various systems
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The entries in the table maybe explained as follows:
•

File-based and database systems allow links to.existing data to be fonned only at
run-time. Links to existing programs are fonned during a linking phase by
copying library programs into the main program. Note that this does not
preserve the identity of the library programs.

•

In persistent systems a linking phase can be implemented using first class
procedures. Since these executable programs are a form of data, linking to both
programs and data can be performed either at link-time or run-time.

•

Compile-time linking systems support these same linking times and also allow
linking to programs and data at compilation-time. This entails the compiler
accessing the persistent store to obtain the referenced data and program
fragments.

•

A hyper-programming system supports all the linking times described. The
programmer can specify various linking times as appropriate for different
components of an application. Deciding when components should be linked into
a main program involves trade-offs between program safety, flexibility and
execution efficiency.

Run-time linking gives flexibility since the data (from now on, data is used to denote both
programs and other kinds of data) accessed does not have to be present in the persistent
store, file system or database before run-time. Indeed the access path to the data may not be
known until run-time. Run-time program safety is low since the data may not be present
when the program is run, causing a run-time failure. This kind of linking is possible in most
programming systems. Execution overheads are higher than for earlier linking times,
particularly in strongly typed systems where the type of the data must be checked
dynamically [CBC+90j.
A distinct linking phase occurs between compilation and execution in some file-based
systems, involving the copying of other executable or intennediate programs into the main
executable program. A similar effect can also be achieved in persistent languages with
higher-order procedures, where all types of data may be linked into an executable program
before run-time. This provides improved safety and efficiency over run-time linking, since
checks for the data's existence and type are perfonned before run-time. Flexibility is reduced
since its use requires the data to be present earlier.
Linking at compilation-time increases safety and efficiency, bringing checks further forward
in time, and reduces flexibility correspondingly. With this mechanism the data linked into an
executable program is fixed at the time of compilation.
Composition-time linking is the least flexible of the alternatives described as the data linked
to must be present at the time that the program is written. It offers the most safety since
access to the data is always maintained once it is linked into the source code, even if the
source code is edited and re-compiled. This is not true of the other linking styles where
editing of the source code requires all links to be re-established. Efficiency is slightly
increased overall since the access path to the data need be followed only once, at
composition-time, and not on every re-compilation.

5.2 Causations, Associations and Links
Several varieties of relationship between the components of a software system may be
identified. These are causations, associations and links.
Causations are 'cause and effect' relationships. A causation between a component A and
another component B is a relationship mediated by some process having A as input and B as
output. This means that a change to A results in a corresponding but indirect change to B.
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An example of a causation is the relationship between a source program and the
corresponding compiled version. mediated by the compiler which takes the source program
as input and produces a compiled version. A modification to the source program causes a
corresponding change in the compiled program but only after the process of compilation.
action of compiler

source
program

compiled
program

Figure 14: Example of a causation
Associations are more general relationships between components. An example is an
association between an executable program and the corresponding source program.
maintained by a source level debugging system. This information is not intrinsic to the
associated components themselves but is maintained by an external mechanism. The
accuracy of associations depends on adherence to conventions: if changes to the components
are made outside the control of the external mechanism the associations may become invalid.
In Figure 5. the source program could be updated without notifying the debugging system.
in which case its association with the executable program would become invalid.

Figure 15: Example of an association
A link. as introduced earlier. from a component A to another component B exists if a change
to B can be immediately detected from A without the need for any intermediate process. In
systems that support referential integrity a link from A to B always remains valid regardless
of the operations performed on B. Links may. of course. be to L-values where the value can
change without the link being altered.

Figure 16: Example of a link
Software environments are made safer but less flexible whenever an association can be
replaced by a link. The methodology that will be described later is to replace the associations
found in traditional software systems by links and reverse links. This means that the
environment ensures that a given software component and the objects to which it links
remain accessible from one another. as a consequence of the maintenance of referential
integrity.

5.2.1 Languages with External Storage Systems
In languages such as Pascal [Wir7Il. Ada [DOD83l and C [KR78l. the persistent data. that
which survives for longer than the program execution that creates it. is manipulated
differently from the transient data. It is held in a storage system. separate from the run-time
environment, with which programs communicate through an interface. Examples include the
Unix fIle system and the INORES database system [SWK+76l.
-..;

The program entities-such as source programs. intermediate programs and executable
programs-all reside in the external storage system. Source programs are compiled to
produce intermediate pro grams. Where necessary a linker is then used to link in existing
intermediate and executable programs from a program library. This linking involves
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combining the intermediate program with copies of the library programs to produce a new
executable program. At run-time the resulting executable program is itself copied into the
data space of a run-time environment and evaluated in that context. The running program
may create new data items (values and locations) with direct links between them. It may also
access existing data in the external storage system. The run-time environment disappears at
the end of execution, along with any new data items created in it.
The relationships are illustrated pictorially in Figure 17. Here solid rectangles represent
source programs, rounded rectangles represent intermediate programs, diamonds represent
executable programs and ellipses represent data items that can be denoted in the
programming language.
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Figure 17: Relationships in a file-based system
The relationships in a hyper-programming system are described in the next section.
5.3
Hyper-programming
Traditionally programs are represented as linear sequences of text. In such systems
programs are constructed and stored in some long-term storage facility, such as a file
system, separate from the run-time environment which disappears at the end of each
program execution. By contrast, in persistent systems, programs may be constructed and
stored in the same environment as that in which they are executed. This means that objects
accessed by a program may already be available at the time that the program is composed. In
this case links to the objects can be included in the program instead of textual descriptions.
Mutually recursive components can be constructed by a two stage process that involves a
second editing of one of the components. By analogy with hyper-text, a program containing
both text and links to objects is called a hyper-program.
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Figure 18 shows a diagram of a hyper-program. The links embedded in it are represented
by non-textual tokens to allow them to be distinguished from the surrounding text The first
link is to a first class procedure value which when called writes a prompt to the user. The
program then calls another procedure to read in a name, and then finds an address
corresponding to the name. This is done by calling a procedure lookup to look up the
address in a table package linked into the hyper-program. The address is then written out.
Note that code objects (readString, writeString and lookup) are treated in exactly the same
way as data objects (the table).
persistent store
procedure
hyper-source

'--+-' ' n ame )
-address is : ..
address

procedure " ' - - - -

table of names

dala

and addresses

structure

Figure 18: A hyper-program
Figure 19 shows an example of the user interface which might be presented to the
programmer by a hyper-program editor. The editor contains embedded light-buttons
representing the hyper-program links; when a button is pressed the corresponding object is
displayed in a browser window. The browser is also used to select persistent objects for
linking into hyper-programs under construction.

HyperProgram
priteStrinq( 'enter name: ' )
let name. feadString()
let address • ~ookU9( ~,name )
priteString( 'address is: ' )
kiiteString( address )

(§

(Copy) ( Paste) (Clear) ( Find) ( Load) (Save)

( Rename) ( Link) ( Evaluate ) ( Source Sets) ( Declare Types )

Figure 19: User interface to a hyper-program

~ditor

The benefits of hyper-programming are discussed in [FDK+92, Kir92, KCC+92], and
include:
•

being able to perform program checking early - access path checking and type
checking for linked components may be performed during program construction;
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•

being >
able to enforce associations from executable programs to source programs
-links between source and compiled versions may be used;

•

support for source representations of all procedure closures - free variables in
closures may be represented by links, thus allowing hyper-programs to be used
for both source and run-time representations of programs; and

•

increased program succinctness - access path information, specifying how a
component is located in the environment, may be elided.

The major pay-off comes when the hyper-program itself is considered as an object. It may
contain links, perhaps hidden to the user, to any compiled or executable form. It is equally
simple to arrange that the compiled or executable forms contain reverse links to the hyperprogram. Thus the source object, the compiled object and the executable object may be kept
in lock-step by a mechanism that is enforced by the referential integrity of the persistent
system. Update-in-place is controlled by editing a copy of a component's hyper-program
source code and replacing both the component and its source code in one atomic step. Figure
20 illustrates the relationships among software components in a hyper-programming system.
Notice that the associations found in a traditional system, as illustrated in Figure 17, have
been replaced by links.
In the example the software component vJ has been created by the execution of eJ. The
component V2 has a link to it from both the source hyper-program and the executable form of
the program. Notice also that the executable form has a reverse link to the hyper-program.
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Figure 20: Relationships in a hyper-programming system
Since the system exhibits referential integrity, updating an attribute of one of the components
does not invalidate the links of the others. Changes to either the hyper-program or the
executable form require new versions to be constructed. Thus a new hyper-program will not
be linked to by the old executable program and new executables will not be linked to the old
hyper-program. Changes to hyper-programs and executables can therefore only be made in
lock-step, at some suitable level of granularity. There will of course be some stages during
the editing of a hyper-program at which it will not be a valid program and will thus have no
corresponding executable. In addition, with current technology it is unlikely to be acceptable
to regenerate the executable after every step, for example after the insertion of each new
character.
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The use of non-textual program representations raises a number of issues regarding the
publishing of programs and transferring them to contexts outside the programming
environment in which they were constructed. How, for example, to publish a program
listing in a journal article? If a hyper-program is copied to another persistent environment,
are the objects linked into it also copied, or are new links established to corresponding
objects in the new environment? Some approaches are discussed in the references [Kir92,
FD93]

5.4

Hyper-code

One of the advantages of hyper-programming listed earlier is the ability to use the hyperprogram representation for both source and run-time representations of programs. At
program composition time, the user may construct a hyper-program using a tool which is a
combination of an editor and a browser. The editor allows text to be entered and the browser
allows the persistent store to be explored for component parts of the hyper-program. When
found the components may be linked into the hyper-program, perhaps by some user gesture,
such as drag and drop. Again this saves writing code, enhances safety by early linking and
promotes software re-use. Other tools may also be used to aid with the construction of
hyper-programs, especially where repetitive actions are frequent.
At run-time the hyper-program may also be used to represent an active computation. This is
possible due to the non-flat nature of the hyper-program representation. Free values, that is
non-local references, in objects and procedures may be represented as links and the inherent
sharing of values and locations referred to by links is preserved. This is not possible with
textual representations of programs since the sharing is lost.
The use of hyper-program source representations allows browsing and debugging tools to
display meaningful representations of procedure closures, showing both source code and
direct links to other components. This aids software re-use since documentation in the form
of the original source code and documentation text-see later-can be made available for
every procedure value in the persistent environment. More importantly the unification of
program representation allows a conceptual simplification of the programming activity.
Figure 21 shows the links between two procedures, their hyper-code source representations
and a shared location. Notice that each hyper-code representation could be constructed by the
programmer, if location i already existed, or by the underlying system at the time of
procedure creation, or a combination of both. The distinction is immaterial.

r-----------------------------------,
hyper-code
executable

proc( -> int ) ;

procedure

location

persistent store

Figure 21: Hyper-code procedure representations with a shared location
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The hyper-code abstraction provides conceptual simplification. It is a development of hyperprogramming where only one representation form of a program is ever required to be
unde rstood by the programmer. In constructing the program the programmer writes hypercode. During execution, during debugging, when a run time error occurs or when browsing
existing programs, the programmer is presented with, and only sees, the hyper-code
representation. Thus the programmer need never know about those entities that the system
may support for reasons of efficiency, such as object code, executable code, compilers and
linkers. These are maintained and used by the underlying system but are merely artefacts of
how the program is stored and executed, and as such are completely hidden from the
programmer. This permits concentration on the inherent complexity of the application rather
than that of the underlying system.
Figure 22 shows an example of a user interface displaying the relevant hyper-code after a
run-time error or exception has occurred. The window highlights the source code expression
corresponding to the point where the error occurred: in this case an attempt was made to
create a vector whose upper bound was less than its lower bound. The hyper-code displayed
has exactly the same form as that which was written down when the program was
constructed. If desired the programmer may press the button vecSize which denotes the link
to a persistent store location, causing the browsing system to display the offending value.
Since the hyper-code represents an existing program it is read-only; however it is possible to
copy it to create a new version, or for example to write a fragment of code to assign a new
value to the location vecSize.
This style of displaying hyper-code could also be used to support source-level debugging,
with the addition of facilities for setting and removing break-points etc.

Run-Time Error
makeVector: upper bound

< lower

bound

egin
Create a vector l::vecSize of false
of false
let myVec = ~ector 1 to
! Use that vector in computations

(CUD

(Copy) (Paste) (Clear) (Find) (Load) (Save)

( Rename) (Link) (Evaluate) (Source Sets) (Declare Types)
Figure 22: Run-time errors in hyper-code
Programmers may copy hyper-code, compose hyper-code using text and links, install hypercode in the persistent store and run hyper-code. The mechanical aspects, such as compilation
and linking, are performed by the system thereby relieving the programmer or configurer of
the burden of maintaining associations. The conceptual simplification of hyper-code is that
the programmer only sees one representation of the program throughout its life cycle.
The conceptual simplicity of unified programming systems usually breaks down for one of
three reasons: the programmer is aware of the transformations as errors are detected and
reported during them; the programmer is aware of the transformations since they take time to
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perform; and the transformations may have to be understood in order to develop code in one
context and then move it to a new context rebinding it with the developed code in that
context. The use of hyper-code representations therefore requires a set of tools to overcome
all of these problems.
6
Conclusions
The persistence abstraction has been proposed as an integration technology for programming
languages and databases. The savings with persistence have been summarised as:
•

Improving programming productivity from simpler semantics

•

Avoiding ad hoc arrangements for data translation and long term data storage;
and

•

Providing protection mechanisms over the whole environment

•
•

Supporting incremental evolution
Preserving referential integrity over the environment

This paper discussed the design rules for orthogonal persistence together with three example
of the use of orthogonal persistence to integrate programming languages and databases. The
three examples are: linguistic reflection to integrate the use of type systems and database
schema, the CACS concurrency control system to integrate the isolation view of concurrency
in databases with the co-operation view in programming languages and a new technology
available only in persistent system, called hyper-programming.
7
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DISCUSSION ·
Rapporteur: Robert Allen
Lecture One
Professor Randell remarked that the CACS language sounded very much like path
expressions.
Professor Morrison replied that if you were to consider the whole database as one object
then the algebra for expressing paths is different. He offered to come back to this point
later.
Professor Randell asked to what extent did Professor Morrison believe that language
issues are amen ably solved.
Professor Morrison said that he thought that persistent programming was essential, with
issues of reach ability and unnecessary complexity. He demonstrated that persistence
could be added to any language (with the exception of C++), using examples of
Small talk, Pascal and Prolog. Professor Morrison also thought that concurrency was a
problem which we had not even begun to understand.
Professor Rechtin drew some comparisons with Real Time Systems and asked about the
problems of persistence in this respect.
Professor Morrison admitted that he had not thought of the problem in this area, but that
his solution was not suitable for every problem.
Professor Kopetz asked, given the control system is independent of the database servers,
how could a data dependent control structure be handled.
Professor Morrison explained that the data transformation system handles this, and all
data is in persistent store. He referred Professor Kopetz to his next lecture.
Zhixue Wu asked about transaction systems, and how to recover transactions without
communication between them.
Professor Morrison claimed that shared data is the solution to this, and that an abstract
description is needed, not a language dependent one.
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DISCUSSION
Rapporteur: Dr Robert Stroud
Lecture Two
During Professor Morrison's talk, Dr Aho recalled the various conflicting definitions of
object he had once received at an IFIP workshop and asked Professor Morrison to
explain precisely what he meant by a type. Professor Morrison replied that informally a
type was just a set of values although more precisely a type should be modelled as an
ideal rather than a set.
Professor Randell remarked that the two forms of reflection defined by Professor
Morrison seemed to be different concepts.
Professor Kopetz asked whether linguistic reflection made it possible to write selfmodifying programs. Professor Morrison replied that you could do this but only in a
type-safe way. This kind of programming was useful because the type system could
sometimes get in the way and there were some examples that simply couldn't be
expressed any other way. Linguistic reflection provided a structure within which
programs could be extended more effectively.
Dr Aho asked whether English was a reflective language. Professor Morrison said that of
course it was - people made verbs out of nouns and claimed they were still speaking the
original language! Professor Randell remarked on the interesting sociological distinction
between individuals extending a language and authorities decreeing changes in meaning.
Professor Randell also commented on the similarities between a recursive eva! function
and making a system call in a recursively structured system.
Comparing his own work on the Vesta configuration manager with Professor Morrison's
work on hyperprogramming, Dr Levin asked whether there was any practical difference
between an immutable link and a hyperlink. In both cases, there was a bit of system
underneath that was guaranteeing that the link wouldn't get mangled. Professor Morrison
agreed that there was not a lot of difference except that immutability was ensured using
the type system rather than a Unix convention. Dr Levin replied that Vesta didn't really
rely on conventions but enforced referential integrity by taking over the file system.
Professor Kopetz felt that the expressiveness allowed by linguistic reflection would make
it harder to check that a program was free from errors. Had the impact of the increase in
complexity on the proof rules for the language been considered? Professor Morrison felt
that the basic Napier language was no more complex than ML - for example, no
additional types or iterators had been introduced. It was basically just a typed ,,-calculus
except that you could add things - he didn't think this made any difference since you were
just adding functions. However, theorem proving systems didn't usually consider this
possibility.
Professor Randell asked Professor Morrison if he was aware of any limitations of
hyperprogramming. Professor Morrison replied that they did not have a huge amount of
experience with the technology - a prototype had been written about a year and a half ago
and a few people were working with it. Everything was source and you could get lost in
hyperspace but this was a well-known problem with hypertext and he had no new
insights to offer except that in his experience you didn't get too lost if you left markers
behind and built a web.
Professor Randell also asked if hyperprogramming required a more disciplined approach.
Professor Morrison replied that they had explored the possibility of partitioning
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hyperspace into hyperworlds representing different projects but the idea had not been well
developed. It was very hard to prevent leakage between such hyperworlds and this easily
led to general chaos. Another problem was that you could sometimes get N-N mappings
and had to be careful about how many backward links you created.
Commenting on the fact that more and more knowledge was being stored in world-wide
network information systems, Dr Aho asked Professor Morrison what kind of type
system should be used to represent knowledge. Professor Morrison felt that the key
problem was to make the representation statically checkable. There were two universes:
values and types. Intuitionistic maths had merged these to allow computation but in doing
so had lost separation and decidability. Although he felt that the notion that values
determined types was the way to go, existing type systems had run out of power.
Linguistic reflection was a subtle trick that allowed you to do computation over type
representations, not types. However, he was not an expert in this area and preferred to do
engineering.
Dr Aho proposed a concrete example to illustrate the sort of problem he was concerned
about. Consider a film library stored on a computer. In designing such a system, there
were many possible layers of abstraction and many ways in which you might want to
look at the pieces in the collection. The question was how to get at all this semantic
information and organise a search.
Professor Morrison replied that if the same data could be represented in several different
ways, the dangerous thing was to encapsulate. For example, most OODBMS wouldn't let
you look at the same data in different ways. With an existential type system, you could
build layers of abstraction but keep hold of the root type so that you could still get at the
original representation. An example might be raw satellite data that was filtered and
processed at a higher-level with more abstract operations. However, such representations
were not always reversible and he mentioned some work he had done in this area with
Professor Zdonik.
Professor Rechtin asked if hyper-programming made certification simpler or more
complex. Professor Morrison replied that certification was harder because the links didn't
tell you much, not even the names of objects. The name space was independent of the
object structure because name/value/type binding issues had been separated. However,
objects could play roles and an automatic tool would make it easier to keep track of the
context while looking at someone else's program.
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